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Bloodthirsty creature
Unseen to the eye
Enters mortals and
Eats all that's inside

Out of nowhere
It roots itself deep
Opens it's hellish eyes
Ready to corrupt

Starting with a bit of flesh
Appetite begins to grow
Taste develops
Creature ever wanting more
Creature ever wanting more

Slowly gains power, takes over
Coursing through veins 'til it gets to the core
Eating away at the soul
Evil and vile, it takes all that's within

Nothing can compare to it's toxin
Savouring man's flesh from the inside
It wants more! 

Slowly gains power, takes over
Coursing through veins 'til it gets to the core
Eating away at the soul
Evil and vile, it takes all that's within

Feeds upon life
All becomes cold
Slowly rotting
From the inside

Spurting out blood
Shrivelling flesh
Embodiment of pain
(That) Shall never go away

Sweetness of human flesh
Leads it to straight to the soul
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Succulent, nourishing
It can begin to grow
Relishing in this meal
Thirst for man only grows
Spreading throughout it's host
Getting more powerful

Vile creature, beast of suffering
Always craving more and more
Conquering, multiplying
It knows all the pain it causes
Enjoying all of this destruction
Melting flesh right off the bone
Tearing veins to drink the blood
Invading mind and torturing soul

No way to rid of it
Impossible to flush out

Can't stop the devouring
It's never-ending torture
Consuming all that there is
Until nothing is left

Keeps getting bigger
And ever more powerful

Staying 'till it's host dies
Cleaning out the corpse

It will find a new soul
On which it can feed

The plague ever feasting and
Living off mortals' pain

Devours all that it can and all there is
Not a drop of blood nor morsel of flesh is left
Not a spark of life nor speck of dust is left
Devours all that it can and all there is
Not a drop of blood nor morsel of flesh is left
Not a spark of life nor speck of dust is left
Devours all that it can and all there is
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